Abstract-Recently, there has been much interest in using active queue management in routers in order to protect users from connections that are not very responsive to congestion notification. A recent Internet draft recommends schemes based on random early detection for achieving the above goals, to the extent possible, in a system without "per-flow" state. However, a "stateless" system with FIFO queueing is very much handicapped in the degree to which flow isolation and fairness are achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents mechanisms for active buffer management that improve TCP performance in a system with per-flow queueing. We are interested in improving TCP performance by achieving the following goals: i) fairness in bottleneck link bandwidth sharing, ii) overall throughput improvement iii) isolation and protection from aggressive sources that try to consume more than a "fair" bandwidth share, iv) reduce the well-known ACK-compression phenomenon [1] for TCP that causes network traffic to be bursty even for smooth
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Our work is motivated by the observation that TCP performance can be improved by active queue management [2] and that relying purely on endto-end mechanisms has limitations. The Internet draft recommending active queue management [2] suggests the use of the RED (Random Early Detection) [3] scheme to prevent lockout (where one connection monopolizes the link) and to prevent global synchronization of windows [4] . Global synchronization can happen when using a FIFO buffer, because in each congestion episode there is a high chance of dropping at least a packet from all active flows. Furthermore, [2] distinguishes between queue management and scheduling, and points out that the RED is a queue management strategy which can be used with any scheduling scheme.
While this is true, it is worthwhile to ask whether scheduling schemes which require per-flow queueing can benefit more from schemes other than RED, which does not directly use per-flow information. If per-flow information is available one would expect to improve upon the performance of RED. The recently proposed FRED [5] is illustrative of this. It uses per-flow accounting of buffer occupancy to improve upon the fairness of RED and also to improve resilience to misbehaving sources.
Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) because of its ability to provide bandwidth guarantees [6, 7] has been very intensely studied. In [8] , fair queueing was proposed as a means to improve fairness and isolation. Also, here buffer management and scheduling were studied in an integrated fashion. The packet dropping scheme discussed in [8] discards the packet with the highest timestamp, which results in discarding the last packet from the most backlogged flow -conceptually similar to one of the schemes we discuss in this paper.
We divide the problem of per-flow queueing into two sub-problems: scheduling and packet queueing/dropping policy. Both can either be global and stateless, which means acting on an aggregate packet stream and the entire buffer pool, or require per flow state. We compare two variants of a per-flow dropping policy (Longest Queue Drop, LQD and Dynamic Soft Partitioning with Random Dropping, RND) with the currently most popular global dropping policy for TCP traffic, RED. We do this for both a global (FCFS) and a per-flow scheduler. We also assume that dropping in the per-flow mechanisms is done from the front of the queue, in order to decrease the TCP reaction time to congestion. We study the performance of various combinations of scheduling (FCFS and FQ) and packet dropping schemes (RED, LQD and RND).
We use FCFS with RED as a baseline for the comparison because it is widely considered the best available solution for fairness and efficiency without using flow state. Results not included in this paper show that the performance of FCFS with drop from front [9] is roughly equivalent. However drop from tail does perform significantly worse than FCFS with RED ( Fig. 3 ).
An important part of this work, is the observation that connections (such as ATM or even TCP) are different from the flows that the router needs to maintain state for. In other words, for our purpose, flows are entities for which routers must maintain state. Flow state is created when ever a packet which does not belong to a known flow is enqueued and it is destroyed by a garbage collection mechanism driven by the scheduling algorithm. The notion of a flow (as it pertains to maintaining state in a router) is not the same as an ATM (or even TCP) connection because of the usually bursty nature of data sources. We point out that the time-average of the number of active flows as seen by a router (this is elaborated on in section II) can be much smaller than the number of connections (due to burstiness of data-flow in connections). Therefore, by using per-flow queueing for a large number of dynamic flows (e.g. 64K) a much larger number of TCP connections can be supported as though each connection had its own queue (the N queues are statistically multiplexed over time).
In the next section, we discuss reasons why perflow queueing for tens of thousands and possibly more flows is possible even in gigabit routers. Section III presents the packet dropping schemes while Section IV presents results from our simulation study. We present some implementation considerations in Section V, and summarize our results in Section VI. Concluding remarks are in Section VII.
II. SCALABILITY OF FAIR QUEUEING SCHEMES
The basis for many envisaged buffer management and QoS schemes that require very little state is the belief that fair queueing, or in general any form of per-flow queueing, is prohibitively expensive because routers must keep state for all flows and there can be hundreds of thousands of active flows in network backbones. This is true if connections are ATM-like in the sense that a hard state is established at connection set-up and torn down explicitly by a connection tear-down. Even if there are millions of application level connections, only a few (tens of thousands) can be truly active (sending packets) at any instant. Indeed, if millions of connections are active all the time the network performance would be poor because even on an OC-48 link each connection will receive less than a few bps of bandwidth. Unlike in a connectionoriented paradigm, there is no need in an IP network to maintain state for inactive connections. Indeed, we argue below that state must be maintained (even when using fair queueing) only for connections which have been sending packets to the router in question during a short moving time window (or a frame as subsequently referred to in the paper) of a few hundred milliseconds. This number of active flows is much smaller than the number of application connections such as TCP sessions with opened connections.
A. Why are Router-flows fewer than Application
Connections?
The traditional definition of a flow, which we call connection or application-level flows is:
A flow is a sequence of packets sent from a sender application to a receiver application over the period of time that the application is active. The general assumption has been that [10] [11] [12] a flow is active as long as the inter-arrival time of any two packets between the same source and destination is less than 60 seconds. The problem with using this definition as the basis for maintaining flow state in routers, or more precisely in per-flow queueing schemes, is that this is overly conservative and maintaining such state is not a necessity to provide the guarantees of fair queueing except in some extreme situations. To elaborate on this point and to develop the proper definition of a flow that is relevant to keeping state in a fair queueing system, we will first present some basic properties of fair queueing systems. Fair queueing basics : Weighted Fair Queueing schedulers [6, 8] emulate a fluid-flow system within the constraints of a packet system. In an ideal fluid flow system, packets are infinitely divisible and all flows that are backlogged are simultaneously served with a rate that is proportional to the assigned weights. In such a scheduler, the instantaneous service offered to an individual flow is only determined by the weight assigned to this flow and by the weights assigned to all other flows that are currently backlogged. Thus, there is no need for the scheduler to keep state for any flow that is not currently backlogged. Since the number of backlogged flows is limited by the available buffering, the number of flows for which state has to be maintained is also limited to numbers determined by buffer availability.
For packet fair-queueing schedulers to emulate an ideal fluid-flow system, they have to maintain all the state information of the fluid-flow system as well as information related to the state of the packet system. This is because a packet scheduler cannot emulate a fluid-flow system exactly since packets from different flows cannot be served at the same time. In the worst-case, the set of flows that are backlogged in the reference fluid system and the set of flows that are actually backlogged in the packet system may be completely disjoint [13] .
The state information required for supporting any per-flow queueing algorithm depends actually on the scheduling algorithm used. For example, if the scheduling algorithm is exact Weighted Fair Queueing [6] , then the implementation needs to maintain state for all flows that are currently backlogged in both an ideal fluid server and the corresponding packet-by-packet server. The sets of flows backlogged in these two different servers might be totally disjoint. In this case, the maximum state information that a packet fair queueing system must maintain is approximately twice that of the fluid-flow system. This can still be much lower than the number of active flows.
In algorithms like Self-Clocked Fair Queueing [14] , where there is no requirement for a reference fluid system, the state required depends only on the number of flows backlogged in the actual packet system. In other variations of fair queueing, the state may depend on parameters of the algorithm like frame size and/or packet sizes [13] .
Based on the above reasoning we define a routerflow, from the perspective of maintaining state in routers, as follows:
The set of router-flows is the subset of active connections for which at least one packet has arrived or is backlogged at the router scheduler during a sliding window whose size is a function of the scheduling algorithm used and the buffer size.
The above definition and reasoning are important in bounding the maximum number of connections that a router must be able to support. We have just shown that the scheduler needs only state information for the connections that are backlogged in the system and connections within its memory or frame interval. It is obvious that in the worst case, the number of connections is equal to the number of packets in the system. Thus, the scheduler does not need to support more connections than packets in the buffers.
To illustrate this with an example, assume that a router supports an OC-12c link which has a capacity of 622Mbits/sec. Let us also assume that the average packet size for this router is 256 bytes. Then it is easy to verify that the maximum number of connections that may be active in the router within a time window of 200ms (16Mb of buffer size) is no more than 64K. Although this may be considered a large number of connections, it is our understanding that most current ATM switches support at least 64K VCs. It is thus, reasonable to assume that next generation Gigabit routers will be able to support 64K flows [15] .
III. BUFFER MANAGEMENT SCHEMES
Since TCP reacts to loss by reducing its window size, we expect TCP behavior not only to be influenced by the scheduling policy but also by the packet dropping policy. Per-flow scheduling can allocate bandwidth fairly among backlogged connections and can provide low queueing delay for low rate connections. However, for TCP, fair bandwidth allocation does not result in fair bandwidth usage. Only per-flow queue management and dropping can provide fair usage, isolation, and protection from malicious or pathological behavior created by other flows.
Previous studies with FCFS scheduling have shown how TCP performance can be improved just by employing a different dropping strategy [3, 5, 9] . As per-flow scheduling requires packets belonging to different connections to be identified, this valuable information should be used to optimize decisions regarding which packet to drop when congestion occurs.
As global schemes are not able to distinguish packets from different connections, dropping decisions have to be made globally for a whole aggregate packet stream. We first consider the most simple policy: tail-drop (TD), where any newly arriving packet is rejected when the buffer is full. Figure 1 shows the evolution of congestion window and buffer state for two TCP connections, with a ratio in round-trip times of about 5, sharing a common bottleneck link using FCFS scheduling and a tail-drop buffer. We can see that this system is disadvantageous towards the long connection in several ways:
1. As the window of a non-backlogged TCP connection grows by every round-trip-time (RTT) in slow-start and by 1 every RTT in congestion avoidance mode [16] , the window and thus the throughput of the short connection increases faster when the buffer is empty. 2. As the delay-bandwidth product of the shorter connection is smaller, it starts building up queues earlier. 3 . In FCFS scheduling the service given to different backlogged connections is roughly proportional to their share of the buffer. Again, the short connection takes advantage of its larger backlog, receives more service, and achieves a higher window growth rate leading to an even faster increase in the buffer share. 4. When the buffer fills up, both connections are very likely to loose packets independently of their share of the buffer.
Even without considering fairness, any dropping policy with the property of item 4 is unable to provide flow isolation, and this defeats the purpose of fair queueing in an unpoliced system. Currently the most popular global dropping policy for TCP traffic is Random Early Detection (RED) [3] . RED randomly drops incoming packets with a probability which is an increasing function of the (time) average queue size to (1) achieve burst tolerance, so that short bursts are not penalized by packet drops, (2) maintain a low average queue size (even though for greedy sources this may imply some loss of throughput) and hence low delays, (3) achieve some fairness by dropping packets from connections with probabilities proportional to their fraction of link utilization respectively their current arrival rate, and (4) prevent global synchronization which would result in throughput loss.
A. Per-flow schemes
If buffers could be statically partitioned, fair sharing of bandwidth for TCP could be achieved by partitioning the buffer space at the bottleneck link such that each flow has the same "normalized" buffer [17] , where the normalized buffer of flow is defined as the buffer allocated to flow divided by its bandwidth-delay product. However, this requires the bottleneck switch or router to have knowledge of the possibly time-varying round-trip times of each connection. In the absence of such information, we have to use a dynamic buffer sharing mechanism combined with dropping mechanisms that make TCP bandwidth usage as fair as possible.
The primary choices to be made are (1) the nominal buffer allocation to each flow, (2) the buffer states in which packets are dropped, and (3) which packets are to be dropped. Since an appropriate determination of nominal buffer allocations requires knowledge of round-trip times for each flow [18] , we assume equal buffer allocation and do not study this issue further in this paper. For (2) we could use a RED-like mechanism on each flow, use RED on the global buffer state, start dropping packets when a threshold occupancy, which could be static or dynamic [19] , is reached (again globally or per-flow) or drop packets only when the buffer is full. We study some (though not all) of the above schemes. For (3) we need to decide which queue to drop packets from and which packets to drop. We study the longest queue drop and random queue drop choices along with drop-from-front choice of packet to be dropped.
A.1 Longest Queue Drop -LQD
The motivation for longest queue drop is that if connections are given equal weights, then connections which use the link more (get a higher share of the bandwidth unused by other connections) tend to have longer queues. Hence, biasing the packet drops such that connections with longer queues have higher drop rates should make the bandwidths sharing more fair. This is similar to the schemes examined for open-loop traffic in [20, 21] and as part of fair queueing in [8] . LQD is able to reduce unfairness even further, however without reaching perfect fairness. We can derive from [17] that equal throughput could only be achieved by equalizing each connections ratio of buffer to bandwidth delay product which means allocating buffer space in a ratio of 20:100 between the short and the long connection. In addition, the Longest Queue Drop policy offers some flow isolation and protection since if overload is produced by a given connection, only this connection is going to see an increased loss rate. Fair Queueing with Longest Queue Drop guarantees zero loss and low queueing delay to connections which do not exceed their bandwidth share of
independently of the behavior of other connections.
A.2 Dynamic Soft Partitioning with Random Drop
-RND Longest Queue Drop may lead to excessive bursty losses if in a system with many connections, one queue is considerably longer than the second longest, e.g. if TCP windows are not synchronized. TCP Reno type implementations are known to behave badly in presence of bursty loss 1 . Therefore we propose a slight modification of the above scheme to reduce the amount of bursty loss.
Each backlogged connection has a nominal buffer allocation of . From the set of queues above their allocation, one is picked randomly and a packet is dropped from the front. The flow is then put back into the set from which random samples are picked. This might cause the same flow to be picked more than once. The reason we pick a random connection is that we want to avert the possibility that all flows lose a packet during a congestion episode because this will cause synchronized window drops and loss of throughput when the buffer goes empty (due to all flows simultaneously reducing their windows by half or to 1 depending on the TCP version).
A.3 Approximated Longest Queue Drop -ALQD Implementing strict longest queue drop requires either expensive searching or sorting operations for accessing the longest queue at any time. For a router which supports a large number of flows efficient implementation is a prime requirement. The following approximation of longest queue drop requires only constant additional storage and time:
A register holds the length and identity of the last reported longest queue. On every queueing event (queue, dequeue, drop), the current queue is compared with the registered queue: if it is the same queue, the registered queue length is adjusted, whereas if the current queue is longer, it becomes the new registered queue. This approximation cannot ensure optimal behavior at all times, especially when scheduling weights vary over a very wide range. A scenario can be constructed where this Approximated Longest Queue Drop is unable to free enough memory and some incoming packets would have to be dropped or the reported longest queue is not any more within the set of queues exceeding their allocation. This may lead temporarily to a breach in the strict isolation and fairness properties of a fair buffer management.
IV. PERFORMANCE
We use simulations to compare the performance of our proposed schemes to that of FCFS-RED and FQ-RED (both acting on the global buffer pool). The comparisons are done using a mix of TCP Tahoe and TCP Reno sources, bursty and greedy sources, one-way and two-way traffic, sources with reverse path congestion, and widely differing round trip times. The system that we simulate is as shown in Figure 4 . Sources have high-speed access paths to a router which is our sole bottleneck. The access path delays are set over a wide range to model different round trip times. The destinations are assumed to ACK every packet. For one way traffic, we send ACKs over a non-congested path. For two-way traffic, the return path is through the router and there may be queueing delays. In particular, when the router uses FCFS scheduling, ACKs and data packets are mixed in the queues. With fair queueing, ACKs are handled as separate flows.
The simulation results have been obtained from a modified version of the ns v1.1 network simulator [22] . The implementations of TCP Tahoe and TCP Reno in the simulator model the TCP flow and congestion control behavior of 4.3-Tahoe BSD and 4.3-Reno BSD respectively. The RED model is packet oriented and uses 25% of the buffer size as the minimum threshold and 75% as maximum threshold, queue weight is 0.002. These parameters may not be optimal for this situation, as they may not always be in real networks where much less is known about the current state of the system.
A. Is fair queueing sufficient to provide fairness?
We first examine whether fair queueing alone is sufficient to provide better fairness than FCFS schemes. As one would expect, providing bandwidth guarantees alone to connections is not sufficient to improve fairness. This is because without an appropriate drop strategy, long round trip time connections are not able to use their share of the guaranteed bandwidth. In situations which involve flows with heterogeneous responses to loss, the influence of the buffer management and dropping policy on throughput and fairness is significantly higher than the effect of scheduling. In fact, FCFS scheduling with appropriate drop strategies can in these scenarios considerably outperform FQ. In this section we show a scenario where LQD, RND and ALQD perform significantly better than RED for both FCFS or FQ scheduler. Besides the need for differentiated service, one of the primary motivations for per-flow queueing is the need to provide more isolation and protection from traffic flows that are either maliciously or accidentally not respecting the rules on how applications should react to congestion (loss) in an IP network. Figure 5 shows the fraction of the link bandwidth used by 10 TCP sources sharing the link with a non-responsive source. The sending rate of this source is varied from zero to twice the link bandwidth. In this situation where the offered load persistently exceeds available link capacity, where buffers are finite and where different sources react differently to loss, the buffer management and dropping strategy have a stronger impact on bandwidth sharing than the scheduling policy itself.
When the CBR source increases its rate, for TCP traffic, both FCFS and fair queueing schedulers with RED acting on the whole output buffer have very similar performance degradation. In conjunction with LQD, ALQD, or RND buffer management strategy, a FQ scheduler is able to almost perfectly maintain the guaranteed rate of 1/11 per flow -irrespective of whether the flow is TCP-like or is totally loss insensitive.
Even with FCFS service, LQD dropping strategy is able to concentrate loss on the sources with the highest arrival rate and thus shield loss-sensitive flows from excessive loss, as long as they keep their arrival rate below the average service rate of a flow on this link.
Since an FCFS scheduler gives to each flow a share of bandwidth proportional to the fraction of the queue that this flow occupies on average, being greedier than the average flow is still advantageous. This is especially so since a TCP flow tracks its available bandwidth on a relatively large time-scale.
B. One-way mixed greedy sources
To study how different schemes prevent unfairness due to different TCP implementations and difference in round trip times, we simulated 40 one-way TCP Tahoe and Reno connections with widely different round trip times, with the result shown in Figure 6 . When the buffer size is approximately equal to or greater than the bandwidthdelay product (delay being that corresponding to short round-trip time connections), the throughputs are all very close to each other and very high. This is not much of a differentiating factor unless buffer sizes are smaller. FQ-LQD and FQ-RND still have the higher throughputs. Note also, that the fairness of FQ-LQD and FQ-RND is much higher than the that of the FCFS schemes including FCFS-RED. With a mix of round-trip times, the buffer is mostly occupied by short round-trip time flows. This is because the windows of flows with short round-trip times grow faster and fill their shorter reverse paths faster than flows with long round trip time. When the buffer gets full, the FQ- LQD policy picks one of these short connections for packet drops and hence reduce their throughput advantage. With FQ-RED on the other hand, flows with short round-trip times get the majority of packet drops. However, since incoming packets are picked for dropping, some long round-trip time connections may get dropped as well even though their queue occupancy is negligible. Hence, it does not perform as well as FQ-LQD. FQ-RND first selects flows whose occupancies are above their nominal allocations or reservation parameters. These are likely to be the flows with short round-trip times. With only a moderate number of these, FQ-RND tends to be like FQ-LQD. However, FQ-RND spreads the losses over several flows unlike FQ-LQD which could drop several packets at a time from the same flow. Multiple losses from a flow can adversely affect TCP Reno.
Hence, the fairness coefficient of FQ-RND is better than that of FQ-LQD. With a large number of flows, FQ-RND will spread losses more evenly amongst flows than FQ-LQD. So, its performance with a mixture of sources should continue to be better than that of FQ-LQD as the number of sources increases. Simulations in Figure 7 validate the above argument. However, either FQ-LQD or FQ-RND can be used since the differences are not high enough for one of them to be preferred. As expected the simplified FQ-ALQD performs somehow worse than FQ-LQD. 
C. Two-way traffic
We also simulated a configuration with two sets of the above unidirectional sources sending in each direction. In the FCFS case, ACK and data packets mix in the same buffer, and traffic may be bursty due to ACK compression [1] . With fair queueing, the ACKs can be treated as separate flows. ACK queueing can happen but sustained congestion is unlikely unless traffic conditions or links are asymmetric. in this case) short round trip time flows, occasionally picks all of them for packet drops and hence synchronizes them causing occasional aggregate throughput loss. FQ-LQD picks only one flow at a time and hence does not synchronize them. Also, TCP Tahoe throughput will be higher under bursty loss (as long as the losses do not drop a whole window of packets) caused by FQ-LQD than with random losses (for the same loss rate).
In this section we present a case where TCP flows act non-responsively because of the absence of any congestion or flow control in the reverse path of a TCP data transfer. This is a case where static classification to assign classes is clearly insufficient. Another case were static classification is insufficient, is when there are incorrect or purposely modified TCP implementations generating traffic or when there is traffic masquerading as TCP. For a TCP connection driven by a greedy source, ACKs are generated purely as a response to data packets, regardless of the congestion state of the reverse path on which they have to be carried back to the source. TCP ACKs are cumulative, therefore loss of ACKs result only in increased burstiness of the source as long as the last ACK in the window is not lost.
A recent performance study [23] of TCP with tail-drop and drop-front queueing shows that TCP behavior is very bursty in the presence of reverse channel congestion and that the mode of operation is quite different from that of the forward path congested case. Also, fast retransmit/recovery does not work as intended. With a global dropping strategy, connections can be locked out when they traverse a link which is persistently congested by ACKs from other connections. This is due to high loss rate in the case of data packets, and losses of ACKs corresponding to packets sent in the slow start phase in the case of ACK losses. This is the main reason for the tremendous unfairness of the global dropping schemes (RED in this example) in Figure 9 .
As ACKs are much smaller than data packets, ACK congestion may seem artificial but it just requires the ratio of available bandwidth between forward and reverse path to be larger than the ratio of packet size to ACK size. Of course, similar effects can happen when mixing TCP and non-TCP traffic or with a malicious user (e.g. using a TCP implementation without slow-start and congestion avoidance). We focus on the example of asymmetric bandwidth because it exposes that pathologies can happen even with only conforming TCP sources.
Besides the lock-out of connections the reduced throughput of RED is due to the high number of timeouts that result from either retransmitted packets being dropped or the ACKs corresponding to retransmitted packets being dropped. In [23] it was shown, that when the available buffering in the forward direction is greater than the asymmetry (the ratio of data packet transmission time in the forward path to ACK transmission time in the reverse path), every TCP cycle ends in a time-out and hence greatly reduces throughput. Also, it was shown that this is eliminated by a drop-from-front type strategy in the reverse buffer that results in the preservation of the latest ACK. Since RED drops only incoming packets, it does not have this preserve last-ACK property of dropfrom-front. Consequently, simulations show that RED in an asymmetric system results in a very large number of time-outs (as predicted by the analysis in [23] ). The schemes FQ-RND, FQ-LQD, FQ-ALQD, and FCFS-LQD use drop-from-front in all buffers. Hence, they are not prone to ending each cycle with a time-out (for a detailed explanation of this, see [23] ).
With the above background, the throughput and fairness plots can be explained as follows: both RED policies have poorer throughput because the ACKs corresponding to retransmitted packets are lost 75% of the time for our asymmetry value of four (note that this is the bandwidth asymmetry divided by the ratio of data packet size to ACK size). This results in a timeout in at least 75% of TCP cycles greatly reducing throughput. Other time-outs happen because of multiple losses in the forward path and losses of retransmitted packets in the forward path. On the other hand, drop-fromfront in the reverse path eliminates these time-outs almost completely. Since time-outs are expensive, both RED schemes have poorer throughput than the other schemes including FCFS-LQD. When the reverse path uses a global dropping policy, it has been shown in [23] that the buffer occupancy tends to be dominated by a few flows causing lock out of other flows. FQ-RED has no mechanism to counteract this; hence, the fairness of FQ-RED is very poor. However, FCFS-LQD prevents lockout since it drops packets from flows that dominate the buffer; hence, its fairness is better than that of FQ-RED.
Both FQ-RND and FQ-LQD/FQ-ALQD work very well because they combine the advantages of per-flow queueing with the time-out elimination of drop-from-front. FQ-LQD has the further advantage in that it has a built-in bias against dropping retransmitted packets. This is because when the source detects a loss by receipt of the first duplicate ACK it stops sending packets. The retransmitted packet is sent only after the third duplicate ACK is received. During the intervening interval, when the source is forced by TCP to be silent, the queue corresponding to the flow is drained at least at its minimum guaranteed rate and therefore it is less likely to be the longest queue when the retransmitted packet arrives, resulting in an inherent bias against dropping retransmitted packets. Though this bias is not limited to asymmetric networks, the bias is enhanced in asymmetric networks due to the slow reverse channel dilating, by the asymmetry factor, the interval between receipt of the first and third duplicate ACKs. Since loss of retransmitted packets causes an expensive time-out, this bias improves the performance of FQ-LQD. FQ-RND has this bias as well, though to a lesser degree. The reasoning is somewhat similar to that for FQ-LQD: during the interval between receipt of the first and third duplicate ACKs, the flow's queue drains at a rate equal to at least its guaranteed rate (since the source is silent) and the queue occupancy could fall below the reservation parameter for that flow. In that case, when the retransmitted packet arrives the retransmitted packet is not lost even if the aggregate buffer is full. With these advantages, FQ-LQD, FQ-ALQD and FQ-RND have the best performance as is clearly evident in Figure 9 .
D. Mixture of bursty and greedy sources
To test the robustness of our schemes, we studied the throughput and fairness measured across greedy TCP sources in the presence of bursty ON-OFF TCP sources. To model the high variability of web transactions, we used Pareto sources with the complementary distribution function given by: (1) Note that for these parameters the coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by mean) is infinite and so the aggregate traffic has long range dependence [24] . Mean burst size is 15 packets and mean waiting time after complete transmission of a burst is 1s.
The fairness coefficients are shown in Figure  10 . Once again, FQ-RND and FQ-LQD have the best fairness coefficients. FQ-RND is better than FQ-LQD because FQ-RND is less likely to pick a Pareto source when choosing a flow to drop packets from.
E. Flow multiplexing
For the previous simulations the number of TCP connections has always been smaller than the maximum number of supported router flows. Figure 11 shows a situation where the number of active flows exceeds the number of queues. It shows the fairness index for a number of greedy TCP sources mixed with twice as many Pareto distributed on-off sources (mean burst 15pkts, mean idle time 10s) which generate a new flow every time they become active. The simulated per-flow queueing systems can support support up to 128 simultaneous flows for classification and scheduling. If all available queues are assigned to flows and new flows are being detected, state records for some existing flows have to be replaced with the new ones.The FQ-LQD system uses a LRU (least recently used) strategy to replace flow to queue assignments. As LRU could be expensive to implement, the simple Approximated Longest Queue First (ALQD) scheme uses random replacement, which means that a newly detected flow replaces randomly any existing flow in the flow to queue mapping.
The per-flow queuing systems still perform better than the FCFS-RED case. Fairness and flow isolation is preserved to some extent at a reduced time-scale -the rate at which flows to queue mappings are being replaced. Also, for any link speed there is a reasonable upper limit on the number of simultaneously active TCP connections it can support. If on a specific path there are more active connections than the equivalent of the delaybandwidth product in packets (plus available buffer capacity), the average TCP window size is effectively less than 1. Even if the network remains stable, due to TCP's exponential back-off for the timeout values, the network has to be considered excessively overloaded and congested. This gives a limit of the number of queues that need to be supported.
V. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
An accurate implementation of fair queueing and per-flow buffering schemes would require an space requirement. Several variations of fair-queueing schemes have been proposed lately that reduce its complexity by discretizing the time-stamps or the available rates [13, 25] . A variation of the per-flow buffering schemes which will allow an efficient implementation can be similarly derived as described below.
Queues are classified into discrete bins based on their lengths, and with an exponentially increasing spacing between bins. Whenever a queue is modified (enqueue, dequeue or drop), it is moved to the appropriate bin (which is either the same, one above or below the current bin). The system keeps track of the highest occupied bin. When the buffer is full, any queue from the highest occupied bin is selected and its first packet dropped. If the buffer is measured in bytes, this operation may have to be repeated until enough space has been freed to accommodate the newly arrived packet due to variable packet sizes. To achieve true LQD, the queues in the highest occupied bin would either have to be maintained as a sorted list or searched for the longest queue every time. In a previous section, we showed that even ALQD, that is a much simpler scheme than this ( ¢ ¡ 1 complexity with ¢ ¡© space), can offer performance comparable to LQD.
RND appears to be very expensive to implement. Its performance gain over LQD or for that purpose, ALQD are not substantial enough to consider it for implementation.
Although the per-flow buffering and scheduling schemes definitely offer a superior performance compared to any FCFS scheme, it might be argued that their implementation complexity is prohibitively expensive either in terms of processing time or space. As we mentioned earlier, hardware and software techniques are available that reduce the implementation complexity of the fair queueing schemes substantially [13, 25] . So the main cost is that of the memory for the per-flow state information. But again, compared to the cost of processors, switching devices, and physical interfaces, the cost of this memory is not substantial enough to prohibit the use of per-flow schemes.
Next generation routers will have support for a large number of queues in order to support end to end QoS guarantees. In addition, the need for protection against malicious users, or generally isolation of applications that do not interpret packet drops as congestion indication, is becoming an urgent problem [2] . Only a scheme that can keep some kind of per-flow information can isolate these users under all circumstances. In addition, a commercial network requires features like userspecific pricing, support for load balancing and administration. Network managers should have the ability to offer different portions of their available bandwidth to different customers. Supporting these features makes per-flow state information a necessary part of next generation routers. Thus, both the processing mechanisms and memory for storing the state information is absolutely necessary in routers. Using the same mechanisms and state information for improving the performance and fairness of the system and maximizing utilization is not only feasible but is also a judicious use of resources.
VI. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
1. Merely using a fair-queueing scheduler is not sufficient to improve performance. For instance, in situations where strong isolation is required like in the presence of misbehaving users or in asymmetric systems, FCFS-LQD gives much better performance that FQ-RED. 2. FQ-LQD has the best overall throughput for a mix of Tahoe and Reno connections with widely different round-trip times and over a wide range of buffer sizes. In addition, it has the best fairness metric when the number of short round-trip times is moderate. For a large number of connections with short round trip times, the fairness coefficient of FQ-RND is slightly lower than that of FQ-LQD (see Section 3 for an explanation). The throughput of both FCFS-RED and FQ-RED are generally lower than that of both FQ-RND and FQ-LQD. Their fairness coefficients are significantly lower. So in this mixed version scenario with one-way traffic and different round-trip times, FQ-LQD is the best choice. 3. In the same scenario as above but with twoway traffic, FQ-LQD again gives the highest aggregate throughput with FQ-RND being next. FCFS-RED is always lower in throughput than FQ-LQD. The fairness coefficient is the best again for FQ-LQD followed by FQ-RND and both have fairness coefficients much better than both FCFS-RED and FQ-RED. 4. For a mixture of bursty and greedy sources, the FQ-RND has the best fairness coefficient followed closely by FQ-LQD. FQ-RED and in particular FCFS-RED have much poorer fairness coefficients.
5. The approximated implementation of LQD (ALQD) which does not require large scale sorting or searching of queue length performs less well than ideal LQD but the degradation stays within a range that may make the complexity-performance tradeoff worthwhile.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We evaluated two schemes FQ-RND and FQ-LQD (its implementation approximation ALQD) which provide the best performance in terms of throughput and fairness in many different scenarios -mixture of TCP versions, different round-trip times, mixtures of greedy and bursty sources, oneway and two-way traffic. We compared FQ-RND and FQ-LQD to FQ-RED and FCFS-RED in all of the above scenarios and found that FQ-RND and FQ-LQD are more fair and have higher throughputs. In some cases, as with one-way traffic, the throughput differences are not very large.
When TCP has to compete with more aggressive sources or in asymmetric networks, with a perpetually congested reverse path , FCFS-RED, FQ-RED or any other global dropping policy perform very poorly.
The decision of whether to incur the expense of fair queueing depends on the performance and stability expected of the system. We have shown that by using fair queueing in combination with appropriate packet dropping (and not by fair queueing alone) performance and fairness is enhanced in any case but particularly in situations that involve loss insensitive, non-responsive flows.
If the simplicity of FCFS is to be traded for the higher stability and fairness of fair queueing, then there is little reason to persist with using a global dropping strategy. For little additional cost, ALQD can complement an efficient WFQ scheduling implementation to provide good fairness and provide nearly perfect flow isolation and protection.
